
 

Celaschi P30 
New automatic double-end tenoner 

 
The high Celaschi technology is now available also in the smallest model of the range. For 
a very competitive price you can join the world of the brand that is synonymous with 
double-end tenoners. 
 
Celaschi P30 is the new SCM automatic double-end tenoner. Launching this new model, Scm 
offers a high quality product to companies of all sizes, to help them own modestly-priced 
tenoning-squaring machines that are perfect for numerous types of use. 
 
Celaschi P30 stands out for its simplicity, machining quality and reliability. 
 
The Celaschi P30 features are similar to those of the entire Celaschi range of double-end 
tenoners. The new model was designed to operate through multiple daily shifts and to process 
solid-wood components, any type of panels, including MDFs, chipboards, plywood, as well as 
materials other than wood, such as PVC, rockwool, expanded polystyrene, aluminium sandwich 
panels, and more. 
 
The new Celaschi P30 offers great versatility in terms of work piece dimensions. Size ranges from 
a minimum width of 240 mm to a maximum of 3100 mm. Allowed height ranges from 3 to 150 
mm. 
 
Celaschi P30 was designed in a closed composition. The machining units are a scorer 
combined with a hogger and a direct-machining unit; arrangement may include a second 
direct-machining unit.  
 
The range of operations you can perform is wide: squaring, tenoning, profiling, 
through/blind grooves and bevelling. 
 
As with its Celaschi "sister" products, the monobloc structure ensures maximum precision and 
finishing quality. To allow an easy and precise positioning, the upright is moved using trapezoidal 
screws on two bases, one of which is equipped with a ball bearing guide. The guide can be 
adjusted horizontally to set the work piece removal point.  
The sliding feed chains of 90-mm width are equipped with manually inserted dogs and run at a 
speed of up to 24 m/min. A system known for its durability. 
The top pressure beam comes with a manual clutch to adjust the feed rate and a system to provide 
uniform pressure on the work piece throughout the machine length. 
 
The Celaschi P30 is managed through Easylink electronic control with its 7" colour touchscreen, 
offering incredible ease of use and fast machine setup. 
 


